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How Does Pricing of Day-ahead Electricity Market Affect Put
Option Pricing?
H. Raouf Sheybani* and M. Oloomi Buygi**

Abstract: In this paper, impacts of day-ahead market pricing on behavior of producers and
consumers in option and day-ahead markets and on option pricing are studied. To this end,
two comprehensive equilibrium models for joint put option and day-ahead markets under
pay-as-bid and uniform pricing in day-ahead market are presented, respectively. Interaction
between put option and day-ahead markets, uncertainty in fuel price, day-ahead market
pricing, and elasticity of consumers to strike price, premium price, and day-ahead price are
taken into account in these models. By applying the presented models to a test system
impact of day-ahead market pricing on equilibrium of joint put option and day-ahead
markets are studied.
Keywords: Equilibrium of joint put option and day-ahead markets, Option market
modeling, Uniform pricing, Pay-as-bid pricing, Put option pricing, Supply function
competition.

1 Introduction1
Option contracts are used by electric power producers
in order to hedge themselves against quantity and price
risks in physical electricity market [1], [2]. Standard
option contract has a specified strike price, a specified
delivery period, and a specific Mega Watt size [3].
Option market operators determine strike prices and
delivery periods of standard option contracts [4], [5]. An
option trader chooses the desired option contract based
on the desired delivery period and the desired strike
price, and then offers the required MW size and a
suitable premium price to buy or sell it. If bids of a
seller and a buyer are matched, the deal is done [4].
Option market operators usually compute a price for
the option premium based on historical data of option
market, which is called option price, and it is announced
to market participants in order to help them having a
reference for option bidding [6].
Two different energy pricing methods such as
uniform and pay-as-bid pricing are used in day-ahead
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markets [7]. Although uniform pricing is widely used in
day-ahead markets, pay-as-bid pricing is used in some
electricity markets such as Iranian electricity market.
Different methods such as Black-Scholes and Binomial
tree models are used for option pricing [8]. Although
option and day-ahead markets are linked together, the
option pricing models do not consider the impacts of
day-ahead market pricing on the option pricing [6], [8].
Impacts of option contracts on the bidding strategies
of physical market participants are studied in [9]–[14].
To hedge risk-averse producers and consumers against
price risks, an optimal strategy for selecting optional
forward contracts is presented in [9]. Optimal bidding
strategy of a load serving entity for buying forward and
option contracts are determined in [10] in order to hedge
the load serving entity against quantity risks in a
physical competitive market. An option market beside a
physical electricity market is considered in [11] and an
approach for calculating optimal strike price from the
viewpoint of a market maker is proposed. In [12] and
[13], a multi stage stochastic model is presented to
determine the optimal strategies of a risk-averse
producer in forward, option and pool markets
considering price and generation availability risks.
Reference [14] develops a stochastic optimization
model for determining the bidding strategy of a
producer in an energy call option auction. In this
auction, bidders can offer both premium and strike
prices.
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The equilibrium of both physical and option markets
are studied in [1], [15]–[18]. In [15], a new forward
contract with bilateral options is introduced in order to
hedge the price volatility risks of buyers and sellers in
the physical market. In [16], a two period equilibrium
model for financial and physical electricity markets is
presented. In [16] strategic producers compete with their
rivals by setting their supply functions in a spot market
and by setting their generation power in a financial
option market. In [17] effects of put and call option
contracts on the strategies of producers on a physical
market with Cournot competition is studied. Reference
[18] evaluates prices of put and call Asian options using
interest rate theory and day-ahead market equilibrium.
In this approach demand is forecasted and electricity
price variability is modeled by calibrating the volatility
parameter as an input. The proposed approach is based
on day-ahead market equilibrium, while the presented
research work is based on the equilibrium of the joint
day-ahead and option markets.
The main difference between this work and the
available researches is as follows. This research work
models option market in more detail and considers the
impacts of day-ahead energy pricing on the behavior of
day-ahead and option markets by computing the
equilibrium of the joint option and day-ahead markets.
In this paper, impacts of day-ahead market pricing on
behavior of market participants in option and day-ahead
markets and on option pricing are studied from the
viewpoint of market regulators. Bids of producers in the
option and day-ahead markets are needed for this study.
However, bids of producers are unknown and change in
different situations in oligopoly markets. In order to
overcome this problem and take into account the
interaction of market participants, it is assumed that the
understudy put option and day-ahead markets have
reached to their Nash equilibrium [19-22].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II two
equilibrium model for a joint put option and day-ahead
markets under uniform and pay-as-bid pricing in the
day-ahead market are presented. By applying the
presented models to a four producer power system,
impacts of day-ahead market pricing on the equilibrium
of joint option and day-ahead markets and on option
pricing are studied in Section IV. Concluding remarks
are provided in Section V.
2 Modeling Joint Option and Day-ahead Electricity
Markets
Consider a power system with a physical day-ahead
electricity market beside of a financial option market. It
is assumed that fuel price changes over the time.
Producers and consumers can hedge themselves against
risks in quantity and price of trading electric energy by
concluding derivative contracts in the option market.
Put and call option contracts are two different derivative

instruments that are used for hedging and are traded
independently.
Price

Inverse demand
function in
financial market

Inverse demand
function in dayahead market
Producer's supply
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Fig. 1 Different elasticity in the option market and day-ahead
market with uniform pricing.

Option contracts are traded for a specific delivery
period several months in advance. Hence, demand has a
higher elasticity in put option markets in comparison to
day-ahead markets, as shown in Fig. 1. In order to
consumers sell put option, the strike price of put option
contracts must be equal to or less than the inverse
demand function of financial option market, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
In order to study the impacts of day-ahead market
pricing on put option pricing, two cases are considered.
In the first case uniform pricing and in the second case
pay-as-bid pricing is considered for pricing electric
energy. Then the equilibrium of the joint option and
day-ahead markets are computed for the both cases.
Finally, the impacts of day-ahead market pricing on put
option pricing are assessed at the market equilibrium.
2.1 Assumptions and decision framework
The following assumptions are considered in this
paper.
x The understudy financial instrument is an
European put option with physical delivery.
Hereafter, word option is used instead of put
option for the sake of simplicity in this paper.
x Market operator determines one or a few strike
prices for each standard put option, as it is in real
option markets [4]-[5]. Therefore, strike prices
are known and deterministic variables.
x Participants of put option market select the
desired strike price and bid for premium price to
buy or sell the desired option, as it is in real
option markets [4]-[5].
x The understudy physical electricity market is an
oligopoly day-ahead market with poolco
structure, supply function competition, and
uniform or pay-as-bid pricing.
x Fuel price changes over the time and is an
uncertain variable.
x It is assumed that transmission network has no
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x

ଵ

constraints to avoid the impact of congestion on
the simulation results.
Load is elastic with constant elasticity both in the
physical and financial electricity markets over
delivery period. However, the elasticity of the
load in option market is higher than its elasticity
in day-ahead market.

ଶ

Delivery period of an option contract usually consists
of 24 hours or specified hours of a specified week,
month, season, or year. Without loss of generality, it is
assumed that delivery period consists of a few specified
hours of several consecutive days. These hours are
referred to as study hours. Hours of the delivery period
are numerated as ݐ where ݆ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ܶ.
Time
Contract period

ݐ = time of decision
making for option contracts

Delivery period

்ݐ

ݐ ݐଵ ݐଶ

ݐିଵ = time of decision making for day-ahead market
and exercising option contracts ݆ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ ǡ ܶ

Fig. 2 Timeline for decision-making by generating firms in
option and day-ahead markets.

In order to model uncertainty in fuel price, possible
scenarios for fuel prices are identified. Suppose ȳ is the
set of possible scenarios for fuel price. In the day-ahead
market, load changes during the delivery period.
Suppose inverse demand function in the day-ahead
market at study hour  ݐof scenario  ݏof the delivery
period is as follows.

ߣ௦௧ ൌ ܰ௧ െ ߛ  ܳ௦௧
 ݐൌ ݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ  ߗ א ݏ ்ݐሺͳሻ

where ߣ௦௧ and ܳ௦௧ are electricity price and total network
load at hour  ݐof scenario ݏ, respectively. Generation
cost of producer ݅ at the study hour  ݐof scenario  ݏis as
below.
ଵ

ை

ை

ை
ܥ ൫ܳ௦௧
 ܳ௦௧
൯ ൌ ߩ௦ ቀܽ ሺܳ௦௧
 ܳ௦௧
ሻ  ܾ ሺܳ௦௧

ଶ

 ଶ
ሻ ቁ
ܳ௦௧

(2)
ை
$/Mbtu,ܳ௦௧

where ߩ௦ is the fuel price at scenario  ݏin
is
the exercise volume of option contract of producer ݅ at

hour  ݐof scenario ݏ, ܳ௦௧
is the day-ahead generation
power of producer ݅ at hour  ݐof scenario ݏ, and ܽ and
ܾ are coefficients of the cost function of producer ݅ in
Mbtu/MWh and Mbtu/MW2h respectively.
It is assumed that each producer offers an affine
supply function to independent system operator (ISO) as
its bid at day-ahead market. The slope of bid of each
producer is assumed to be equal to the slope of its
marginal cost function [23]. Each producer determines
the intercept of its bid function by maximizing its profit.
Producer i bids as follows for hour  ݐof scenario  ݏat
day-ahead market.
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  ߩ௦ ܾ ܳ௦௧

ܾ݅݀௦௧ ൌ ߙ௦௧ ܳ௦௧

ሺ͵)

where ܾ݅݀௦௧ and ߙ௦௧ are the bid of producer ݅ and its
intercept at hour  ݐof scenario  ݏin the day-ahead market
respectively.
Consider a delivery period. Timeline for producers’
decision-making in the option and day-ahead markets is
shown in Fig. 2. Producers should make the following
decisions optimally to maximize their profits over this
delivery period:
1) Several months before starting the delivery
period each producer should decide about the
volume of the option contract that should buy
from the option market for this delivery period.
Suppose producer ݅ buys ܳை MW option contract
from the option market at contract time ݐ as it is
shown in Fig. 2. It means that producer  have the
right of selling power up to ୧ MW to its option
contract counterparty in delivery period.
2) One day before each day of the delivery period
fuel price scenario is specified. Suppose scenario
 ݏoccurs. At this time producer ݅should decide
about its bid, i.e. ߙ௦௧ , for each hour  ݐof scenario
 ݏat the day-ahead market.
3) One day before each days of the delivery period,
producer ݅ should decide what portion of its
option contract must be exercised at each study
hour of the next day. It is assumed that producer ݅
ை
exercises ܳ௦௧
MW of its total option contract, i.e.
ை
ܳ , at hour  ݐof scenario  ݏof the delivery period.
Here it is assumed that the exercised volume of
option contracts is a continuous variable. In real
world it may be a discrete variable with a small
step size.
Participating in option market is not mandatory. Hence,
producers can be categorized in two sets A and B. Set A
consists of the producers that attend in both option and
day-ahead markets. Set B consists of the producers that
only attend in day-ahead market.
2.2 Case 1: Uniform Pricing
In this section, first the optimization problem for each
producer in set A and B is modeled assuming uniform
pricing for electric energy in the day-ahead market.
Then, KKT optimality conditions for each producer in
set A and B are extracted. Market Nash equilibrium is
computed by solving the KKT conditions of all
producers' optimization problems.
The optimization problem for producer ݅ of set A,
who participates both in the option and day-ahead
markets, is formulated as the following bi-level
optimization.
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 ܳ௦௧
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ߣ ௦௧  (8)
ܳ௦௧

Ͳ  ܳ௦௧ ߤ  ܤ  ܣ א ݉௦௧  (9)

ை
ܳ௦௧
 ܳ െ ܳ௦௧
ߤ  ܣ א ݆௦௧  (10)

 ܳ ߤ  ܤ א ݈௦௧  (11)
ܳ௦௧
ை
ܳ௦௧
 Ͳǡ ܳை  Ͳǡ ݂  Ͳߗ א ݏǡ ( ࣮ א ݐ12)

where ܧሺߨ ሻ is the expected profit of producer ݅ over
delivery period, ܹܵ௦௧ is social welfare of day-ahead
market at hour  ݐof scenario ݏ, ܳ is the maximum
generation capacity of producer ݆ in MW, ܰ ை is the
intercept of inverse demand function in option market,
ߛ ை is the slope of inverse demand function in the option
market, ࣮ is the set of study hours in delivery period, ܭ
is strike price of the option contract in $/MWh, ݂ is
the premium bid of producer ݅ at strike price  ܭin the
option market in $/MWh, ௦ is the probability of
scenario ݏ,  ݎis interest rate, ܶ is trading period in year
or duration time between contract time and start of
delivery period, ߱௦௧ is the dual variable of upper
capacity limit for exercising option contract of producer
݅ at study hour  ݐof scenario ݏ, ߚ is the dual variable of
consumer elasticity constraint in the option market, and
ߤ௦௧ and ߤ௦௧ are the dual variables of lower and upper
capacity limits of producer ݅ at study hour  ݐof scenario
 ݏin day-ahead market respectively.
The first term of objective function (4) denotes the
income of producer ݅ from the exercising option
contracts at different hours of the delivery period. The
second term of (4) denotes income of producer ݅ from
the physical day-ahead market over the delivery period
assuming uniform pricing. The sum of third to sixth
terms of (4) which are located inside parenthesis
indicates the total generation cost of producer ݅ over the
delivery period. The last term of (4) denotes the cost of
buying put option contract.
Decision-making about exercising option by producer

݅ at hour  ݐof scenario  ݏis modeled by maximizing
ை

൫ܳ௦௧
 ܭ ܳ௦௧
ߣ௦௧ ൯ in the objective function, considering
the fact that demand function is constant at hour  ݐof
scenario ݏ. If strike price  ܭis greater than day-ahead
market price ߣ௦௧ , the profit of producer ݅ at scenario  ݏis
ை
ை
 ܭis maximized, i.e., if ܳ௦௧
is equal to
maximized if ܳ௦௧
ை
ܳ , or if producer ݅ exercises its option contract. If
strike price  ܭis smaller than ߣ௦௧ , the profit of producer

ை
ߣ௦௧ is maximized, i.e., if ܳ௦௧
is
݅ is maximized if ܳ௦௧
equal to zero or if the producer ݅ does not exercise its
option contract.
Inequalities (5) impose the upper limit of producer ݅
for exercising of option contract at every hour of the
delivery period. Constraints (6) model the elasticity of
load in the option market. Constraints (7) to (13) model
the ISO’s optimization problem in the day-ahead
market. In objective function (7), social welfare of the
day-ahead market at hour  ݐof scenario  ݏis maximized.
Equation (8) demonstrated the balance of generation
and demand in option and day-ahead markets.
Inequalities (9) to (11) enforce generation limits of
producers at all hours of all scenarios over the delivery
period.
In order to summarize the formulas, vectors ࢂ௦ and ࢅ௦ ,
and scalars ܦ௦ , ݑ௦௧ and ݓ௦ are defined as follows.
ܪ௦ ൌ ͳ  ߛ  σሺאȁஷሻ ቀ

ଵ
ఘೞ 

ቁ

ܤ  ܣ א ݅ǡ ( ߗ א ݏ13)
ܦ௦ ൌ ߩ௦  ߛ  σא ቀ

ଵ


ቁ (  ߗ א ݏ14)

െ  ܪΤ ݉ ܦൌ ݅

ܸ௦ ሺ݉ሻ ൌ ൜  ௦ ௦
ߛ Τሺߩ௦ ܾ ܦ௦ ሻ ݉ ് ݅
݉Ƭ݅ ܤ  ܣ אǡ (  ߗ א ݏ15)
ܻ௦ ሺ݉ሻ ൌ ߛ  Ȁሺߩ௦ ܾ ܦ௦ ሻܤ  ܣ א ݉ǡ ( ߗ א ݏ16)
ݑ௦௧ ൌ ܰ௧ Ȁܦ௦ ߗ א ݏǡ ( ࣮ א ݐ17)
ݓ௦ ൌ ߛ  Τܦ௦ ( ߗ א ݏ18)
where D࢙࢚ is a ݊ሺܤ  ܣሻ ൈ ͳ vector which consists of
intercepts of bids of all producers and ࡽࡻ
࢙࢚ is a ݊ሺܣሻ ൈ ͳ
vector which consists of volume of option contracts of
producers that attend in the option market.
The KKT conditions of each producer ݅ of set A are
as below.
డࣦ
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 మ ೞ

ఘೞ ுೞ
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ቁ ሺݑ௦௧  ࢂ்௦ ࢻ௦௧ െ

ቁ ሺݑ௦௧  ࢅ்௦ ࢻ௦௧ െ ݓ௦ ் ࡽை௦௧ ሻ 

ை
ሻቇ  ߤ௦௧ െ ߤ௦௧  ൌ Ͳ
ቁ ሺܽ  ܾ ܳ௦௧

߬ א ݐǡ ߗ א ݏሺͳͻሻ
ቊ

డࣦ

ೀ
డொೞ

ൌ െ௦ ቆ ܭെ ቀ
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the dual problem is a convex optimization problem [24].
The dual problem is convex minimization and all its
constraints are affine and hence the dual problem is
strong dual [24]. Therefore, the primal problem is strong
dual and the KKT conditions of the primal problem
guarantee the global maximum.
2.2 Case 2: Pay-as-Bid Pricing
In this section, it is supposed that the day-ahead
market has a pay-as-bid pricing. By replacing term

൫ܳ௦௧
ߣ௦௧ ൯

in

(4)

ଵ

ଶ



ቀߙ௦௧ ܳ௦௧
 ߩ௦ ܾ ܳ௦௧
ቁ,

with

ଶ

optimization problem (4) to (12) for producer ݅ in set A
is obtained assuming pay-as-bid pricing in day-ahead
market. The KKT conditions of this producer can be
rewritten by replacing equations (19) and (20) with
equations (27) and (28), respectively.
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డࣦ

ೀ
డொೞ

Ͳ߬ א ݐǡ  ߗ א ݏ

ሺʹሻ

where ࣦ is the Lagrangian of the optimization problem
of producer ݅ of set A.
Every producer ݇ of set B, participates only in the
day-ahead market. Therefore, by ignoring (5), (6) and
ை
(12), and setting ܳ௦௧
and ܳை equal to zero in (4) and
(10), the optimization problem of producer ݇ of set B is
obtained. In the same way, the KKT conditions of each
producer ݇ of set B can be extracted by omitting (20),
ை
(21), (22), (23), and (24) and by setting ܳ௦௧
and ܳை
equal to zero in (19) and (25).
The maximization problem (4) to (12) is a nonconcave optimization. The dual optimization problem of
the optimization problem (4) to (12) can be written as
follows:


ో
୕ో
౩౪ ǡ౩౪ ǡ୕ ǡే

ࣦ୧ ൱

ݏǤ ݐǤ 
߱௦௧  Ͳǡ ߚ௧  Ͳǡ ߤ௦௧  Ͳǡ ߤ௦௧  Ͳߗ א ݏǡ ࣮ א ݐ
Since ࣦ is a second order function of variables ܳை ,
ை
ܳ௦௧
, ݂ , and ߙ௦௧ , supremum of ࣦ can be computed by
equating derivatives of ࣦ versus primal variables to
zero, computing primal variables versus dual variables,
and substituting them in ࣦ . In the process of computing
݃ ሺǤ ሻ no new constraint is added to the dual problem.
Since ܮ is an affine function versus dual variables and
݃ ሺǤ ሻ is equal to the supremum of some affine functions,
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ଵ
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ൌ െ௦ ቆ ܭെ ߙ௦௧ ቀ

ఊವ
 ೞ

ை
ሻቇ  ߱௦௧  ߤ௦௧ ቀ
ܾ ܳ௦௧

ቁ  ߩ௦ ቀ

ఊವ
ுೞ

ఊವ
 ೞ

ቁ ሺܽ 

ቁ  ߤ௦௧ ߩ௦ ܾ ቋ  Ͳ ٣

ை
ܳ௦௧
  ߬ א ݐǡ   ߗ א ݏሺʹͺሻ

The optimization problem and KKT conditions of
producer ݇ of set B can be obtained as the same way
that it was explained in Section II. B. It can be shown
that the maximization problem of each producer in payas-bid case is a strong dual optimization as the same
way that is described in Section II.B.
The equilibriums of the joint option and day-ahead
markets for the both cases are calculated by solving the
set of KKT conditions of optimization problems of all
producers.
3 Case Study
In this section the proposed models are applied to a
four-producer power system. Generators of producers 1
to 4 are the same as generators of areas 1 to 4 of IEEE
300-bus test system. The marginal cost function of each
producer is computed by aggregating the marginal cost
functions of his or her generators and fitting an affine
function to it. Capacities of the producers and
coefficients of their marginal cost functions are given in
Table I.
Suppose producers 1 and 2 hedge themselves against
price volatility of the day-ahead market by buying
European put option one year before starting of delivery
period, i.e. trading period is one year or ܶ ൌ ͳ.
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Table 1 Characteristics of producers.
Coefficients of marginal cost
functions
ܽ ሺݑݐܾܯ
ܾ ሺݑݐܾܯ
Ȁ݄ܹܯሻ
Ȁ ܹܯଶ ݄ሻ
0.4989
0.0002505
1.2352
0.0001012
1.3005
0.0001211
0.8829
0.0105000

Number
of
producer
Set A
Set B

1
2
3
4

Generation
capacity
(GW)
11.40
12.00
8.721
0.558

Producers 3 and 4 only participate in day-head
market, i.e. producers 1 and 2 are in set A and producers
3 and 4 are in set B as it is shown in Table I. Suppose at
contract time ݐ , twenty scenarios for fuel price over
delivery period are identified. Fuel prices and their
probabilities for different scenarios calculated using
distribution of fuel price. It is assumed that distribution
of fuel price is ࣨሺͳͷǡͳǤͷሻ $/Mbtu.
Suppose delivery period of the understudy option
contracts consists of a single hour of ten consecutive
days. It is assumed that although demand changes
during the delivery period, the slope of demand function
in the day-ahead market remains constant and equal to
(ߛ  ൌ ̈́ െ ͲǤͲͲͲʹȀ ܹܯଶ ݄). Demand in different hours
of delivery period is specified with ܰ௧ as it is given in
Table II.
Table 2 Intercept of day-ahead demand function at different
hours of the delivery period.
Day  ݐof
delivery
period
ܰ௧
($/MWh)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

44

39

49

48

48.5

47

48

43

40

46

The intercept and the slope of inverse demand
function in the option market is equal to ̈́ͶͷȀ ݄ܹܯand
̈́ െ ͲǤͲͲͲͶȀ ܹܯଶ ݄, respectively. Simulation results
show that by setting  ܭequal to zero, no option contracts
are concluded in the equilibrium of joint option and
day-ahead markets. In this situation, the minimum and
maximum prices of day-ahead market over all scenarios
and all hours of delivery period for the uniform and payߣ௫
as-bid cases are ߣ
௨ ൌ ̈́͵ʹǤͷȀ,
௨ ൌ

̈́ͶǤͺȀ, ߣ ൌ ̈́͵ʹǤͷȀ, and ߣ௫
 ൌ
̈́ͶǤͺȀ, respectively. ߣ
is
energy
price
at the

intersection of supply and demand functions in pay-asbid pricing case. In order to consider strike prices
greater than, equal to, and less than day-ahead market
price in the study, which in the finance parlance are
named in the money, at the money, and out the money
strike prices respectively, it is assumed that the strike
price varies from $15/MWh to $60/MWh with step size
$1/MWh. At each strike price, equilibrium of the joint
option and day-ahead markets is calculated for the
uniform and pay-as-bid cases considering fuel price
uncertainty and load change in the delivery period. At

each equilibrium point, premium price of option
contracts, expected value of day-ahead market price,
expected profit of each producer, and the expected value
of total social welfare of the joint option and day-ahead
markets are computed for the uniform and pay-as-bid
cases and they are compared.
Based on simulation results, the optimal premium
bids of the first and second producers are equal at the
equilibrium of the joint option and day-ahead markets in
both cases. In each case, if bid of a producer is a little
smaller than the bid of another one, maximum possible
contracts are concluded with this producer and the profit
of the other producer decreases noticeably. Premium
price at the equilibrium of the joint option and dayahead markets are shown in Fig. 3 for different strike
prices and for the both uniform and pay-as-bid cases.
In some option markets, a settlement premium price
is computed for each day of trading period by the
market regulator in order to use in mark-to-marketing
process [4]. In financial markets, usually, settlement
premium price of a day is equal to weighted average of
premium prices of option contracts that are traded in
that day or in a part of that day [4]. For each strike
price, the related settlement premium price is used as an
option price and is announced to option market
participants as a quotation for the next day [4]. Hence,
computing the settlement premium prices at equilibrium
of the joint option and day-ahead markets can be
considered as a method for option pricing. Since
premium bids of the producers are equal at the
equilibrium of the joint option and day-ahead markets in
both cases, the settlement premium price is equal to
optimal premium bids of producers in both cases. As
Fig. 3 shows, at each specific strike price,
optimal/settlement premium price of the pay-as-bid case
is greater than or equal to optimal/settlement premium
price of the uniform case.
Total volume of concluded option contracts of all
producers for the uniform and pay-as-bid cases are
shown in Fig. 4. In the uniform case, if strike price is
்
, concluding option contract is
less than ߣ
௨  ݂ ݁
not profitable for producers and no option contract is
concluded, where ݂ is the settlement premium price of
option market at the equilibrium of joint option and day்
,
ahead markets. As strike price exceeds ߣ
௨  ݂ ݁
concluding option contract gets profitable for producers
and the volume of concluded option contracts increases
rapidly as it is shown in Fig.4. But, since in the pay-asbid case payment to each producer is equal to its bid
that is smaller than or equal to system price, producers
trade option contracts for strike prices even lower than
்
ߣ
, as it is shown in Fig. 4. In both uniform
  ݂ ݁
and pay-as-bid cases, as strike price increases the
volume of concluded option contracts increases until it
is restricted by the demand function.
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Fig. 3 Settlement premium price in uniform and pay-as-bid
cases.
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Fig. 4 Total volume of concluded option contracts of all
producers in uniform and pay-as-bid cases.

When strike price exceeds $35/MWh, the price of
buying electricity from option market, i.e.  ܭെ ݂ ݁ ் ,
reaches to maximum acceptable price of consumers,
which is determined by demand function (6), and total
volume of concluded option contracts decrease in both
cases, as shown in Fig. 4.
Since option premium price of the pay-as-bid case is
greater than option premium price of the uniform case,
concluding option contract is more profitable for
consumers in the pay-as-bid case in comparison to the
uniform case. This is why at each premium price greater
than $39/MWh total volume of concluded option
contract in the pay-as-bid case is greater than the
uniform case, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that low
strike prices are profitable for consumers and hence the
behavior of producers determines the concluded volume
of option contracts, and high strike prices are profitable
for producers and hence the behavior of consumers
determines the concluded volume of option contracts.
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Fig. 5 Expected volume of total exercised option contracts
over delivery period in uniform and pay-as-bid cases.

Expected volumes of total exercised option contracts
of all producers for the uniform and pay-as-bid cases
over the delivery period are shown in Fig. 5. The
expected is computed over all scenarios of the delivery
period and total indicates summation over all hours of
the delivery period and all producers.
As it is shown in Fig. 5, in the uniform case total
volume of concluded option contract increases as strike
்
and it also get profitable
price exceeds ߣ
  ݂ ݁
for producers to exercise their option, and consequently
the expected volume of total exercised option contracts
increases. In the pay-as-bid case total volume of
concluded option contract increases as strike price

 ݂ ݁ ் and it also get profitable for
exceeds ܾ݅݀
some producers to exercise their option, and
consequently the expected volume of total exercised
option contracts increases, as it is shown in Fig. 5,

is the minimum of bids of all producers
where ܾ݅݀
that participate in option market over all scenarios in
pay-as-bid case.
்
in
For strike prices greater than ߣ
  ݂ ݁

்
uniform case or ܾ݅݀  ݂ ݁
in pay-as-bid case, the
total exercised volume of option contracts increase,
however the concluded volume of option contracts
decrease in both case due to load elasticity. The
expected volume of total exercised option contracts in
pay-as-bid case is greater than it in uniform case as
shown in Fig. 5.
In both cases for strike prices greater than ߣ௫
 or
௫
ߣ , constraint (6) gets actives and term  ܭെ ݂ ݁ ் in
(6) remain constant. Thus, concluded and exercised
volumes of option contracts remain constants, as shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively.
The expected value of day-ahead market price over
all hours and scenarios for uniform and pay-as-bid cases
are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Expected value of day-ahead market price in uniform
and pay-as-bid cases.

If total exercised volume of option contracts for hour
 ݐof scenario  ݏincreases, residual demand for day-ahead
market decreases and consequently, day-ahead market
price decreases. Thus, the day-ahead market price
decreases when option contracts are exercised in
uniform and pay-as-bid cases, as shown in Fig. 6.
Based on Fig. 6, the day-ahead market price in payas-bid case is greater than the day-ahead market price in
uniform case. Also, it is found from Fig. 6 that the dayahead market price is more sensitive to strike prices in
pay-as-bid case than uniform case.
Expected value of total social welfare of the joint
option and day-ahead markets over delivery period is
calculated as follow.
ଵ

௧

ଶ
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Fig. 8 Expected value of total profit of the first and second
producers in uniform and pay-as-bid cases.
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Fig. 7 Expected value of total social welfare of the joint option
and day-ahead markets in uniform and pay-as-bid cases.
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where ܹܶܵ௦ is the total social welfare of both option
and day-ahead markets in scenario ݏ. Expected value of
total social welfare at the equilibrium of the joint option
and day-ahead markets is illustrated in Fig. 7 for
uniform and pay-as-bid cases. If expected volume of
total exercised option contracts for hour  ݐof scenario ݏ
increases, day-ahead market price decreases, total
consumption increases due to price elasticity of load,
and consequently total social welfare at hour  ݐof
scenario  ݏincreases. Therefore, variations in expected
value of total social welfare are in the same direction of
variations in expected volume of total exercised option
contracts, as it is seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7. Total social
welfare in pay-as-bid case is highly dependent on strike
prices in comparison to uniform case, as illustrated in
Fig. 7.

Expected value of total profit of the first and second
producers from both option and day-ahead markets are
illustrated in Fig. 8 for uniform and pay-as-bid cases.
As it is shown in Fig. 8, expected value of total profit
of the first and second producers in the uniform case
்
, where
increase as strike price exceeds ߣ
  ݂ ݁
strike price is enough high to encourage producers to
buy put option and it is also less than maximum
acceptable price of consumers and encourage them to
sell put option. In uniform case, maximum expected
value of total profit of each producer occurs between
௫
ߣ
 and ߣ at the highest strike price at which its
optimal premium bid is still zero. In the pay-as-bid case,
profit of the first and second producers start to increase
்
, as
from strike prices lower than ߣ
  ݂ ݁
illustrated in Fig. 8. Also, maximum expected value of
total profit of each producer occurs between ߣ
 and
ߣ௫
 in this case. Based on (6), as optimal premium
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bids of producers increase from zero, total cost of each
producer increases and consequently expected value of
total profit of each producer decreases in both cases, as
shown in Fig. 8. For high strike prices, variation of
premium price are so that  ܭെ ݂ ݁ ் remains constant
at the equilibrium in both cases. Therefore, profits of
producers in set A remain constant at high strike prices.
Since generation of producers in day-ahead market and
day-ahead market price do not changed for these strike
prices, profits of producers in set B remain constant,
too.
Financial markets operators usually exercise
restrictions to premium prices [4]. Before applying any
restrictions, Market regulators are willing to know how
market participants react to restrictions. During a
specified day of trading period, premium prices change
in small range. To study the behavior of market at
different premium prices, it is assumed that premium
prices of all producers are equal at each day of trading
period and it is an exogenous variable as strike price.
In this paper the set of premium price-strike price
pairs at which option contracts are concluded is referred
to as option contract area. It is desire for market
regulator to determine the option contract area. To this
end, market equilibrium is computed for different pairs
of strike-premium prices and the pairs of strikepremium prices at which option contracts are concluded
are determined. To compute market equilibrium, ݂ is
considered an exogenous variable in presented model in
sections II.B and II.C. The option contract areas in payas-bid and uniform cases are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig.
10, respectively. The option contract areas are specified
with OCA in these figures. By comparing these figures,
it is clear that the option contract area in pay-as-bid case
is much wider than contract area in uniform case. It
means that the put option market is more activated and
liquid beside the day-ahead market with pay-as-bid
pricing than the day-ahead market with uniform pricing.

45
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15
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10
Premium ($/MWh)

15

20

Fig. 10 Option contract area in uniform case.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, the impacts of day-ahead market pricing
on the behavior of market participants in the option and
day-ahead markets and on the option pricing are
studied. Simulation results show that the concluded and
exercised volumes of the option contracts are increased
when day-ahead market has pay-as-bid pricing rather
than uniform pricing. It is also found from simulation
that the day-ahead market price, total social welfare and
profit of producers are more sensitive to strike prices in
the pay-as-bid case rather than the uniform case.
In option pricing, the premium price in pay-as-bid
case is greater than the premium price in uniform case at
each strike prices. Thus, pay-as-bid pricing in the dayahead market leads to higher option prices than uniform
pricing. On the other side, pay-as-bid pricing in the dayahead market increases the liquidity of the option
contracts in comparison to uniform pricing.
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